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Abstract

Most of the norms used in the �eld of digital image (and volume) corre-

lation to register two images (or volumes) lead to ill-posed problems. One of

the frequent solutions is to enforce a restricted kinematics requiring a com-

promise between the richness of the solution (i.e., the spatial resolution) and

the measurement uncertainty.

An alternative route is to use a displacement norm that permits to al-

leviate this compromise by the means of a mechanical regularization used

when the gray levels do not give enough information. It is then possible to

compute a displacement vector for each pixel or voxel, inducing lower resid-

uals (in terms of experimental data) while decreasing the noise sensitivity.

The resolution performance of these di�erent approaches is discussed, and

compared for the analysis of a tensile test on a cast iron specimen based on

a pair of tomographic images. As representative reconstructed volumes lead

to a large number of degrees of freedom, a dedicated GPU computational

strategy has been developed and implemented.

Keywords: Global digital image correlation; GPU; Regularization.
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Résumé

La plupart des mesures de distance entre paire d'images ou de volumes

conduisent, pour identi�er les champs de déplacement correspondants, à des

problèmes mal posés. Il s'en suit un compromis entre richesse des descrip-

tions (c.-à-d. la résolution spatiale) et incertitudes de mesure, étant entendu

que la plupart des solutions adoptées conduisent à imposer des cinématiques

restreintes.

Une alternative est d'introduire une métrique du champ de déplacement

qui permette, par le biais des équations de la mécanique, d'exploiter une

connaissance a priori de l'objet d'étude pour pallier le manque d'information

des images aux petites échelles. Ce faisant, il est possible d'obtenir un champ

de déplacement dont la discrétisation spatiale est identique à celle de l'image

elle-même (pixel ou voxel). La résolution de ces di�érentes approches est

discutée et illustrée par l'analyse d'un essai de traction sur une éprouvette

de fonte tomographiée in situ. L'implémentation GPU mise en ÷uvre permet

de traiter des volumes à grand nombre de degrés de liberté.

Mots clés: corrélation d'images; GPU; régularisation.
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1 Introduction

Computed tomography (CT) is a well-known imaging technique in the med-

ical �eld. The applications of CT systems in human medicine relies on the

di�erent absorptions of biological tissues to image bones, muscles, and or-

gans. Low X-ray radiations are used to make their dose as small as possible

for the patient. This type of system has been one of the revolutions in medical

imaging [1].

It is also possible to measure and inspect externally and internally com-

ponents [2] and materials [3] using industrial tomographs or synchrotron

radiation facilities. One of the main applications is to establish a complete

metrology of parts, even though most of it is invisible to the eye. The full 3D

geometry can then be compared to the CAD model of the observed part, or

CAD data can be reconstructed from CT data. This type of technique is be-

coming very popular in the �eld of non destructive evaluation, and some new

industrial applications use fast CT systems online. Similarly, the microstruc-

ture of di�erent materials can be visualized in a nondestructive manner.

Another application in the �eld of mechanics of materials is not only to

image the material, but also to perform a mechanical test in situ and then

analyze the reconstructed 3D volumes to measure 3D displacement �elds in

the bulk of the sample. This is achieved by resorting to digital volume cor-

relation [4, 5, 6]. The technique consists in measuring displacement �elds

by registering interrogation volumes (i.e., whose size de�nes the spatial res-

olution). This type of technique is currently developed in research labs to

monitor in situ mechanical tests [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12], or to identify
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and validate constitutive models [13, 14, 15]. The same type of revolution

as experienced in the �eld of medicine is now spreading in the area of ma-

terial science and mechanics of materials. It is a safe bet to forecast similar

developments in high-tech industries in the very near future.

As for any new measurement technique, metrological issues (i.e., resolu-

tion, uncertainty) are very important to address. The resolution of a measur-

ing system is the `smallest change in a quantity being measured that causes a

perceptible change in the corresponding indication' [16]. When dealing with

pictures in general, reconstructed volumes as will be discussed in the sequel,

the displacement resolution is not independent of the size of the interrogation

window, or interrogation volume. There is always a compromise between the

standard displacement resolution and the spatial resolution (e.g., the size

of the interrogation volume), namely, the larger the interrogation volume,

the smaller the displacement resolution. This result is very general to many

optical techniques utilized to measure kinematic �elds, in particular digital

image correlation [17, 18] and digital volume correlation [19].

The displacement resolution can be seen as a frequency resolution, that

is, the highest (or Nyquist) frequency controls the displacement resolution.

To enhance the displacement resolution, the interrogation volume has to be

increased. However, this increase is at the cost of capturing less displacement

changes at small scales. This compromise is a very general property pertain-

ing to di�erent �elds such as quantum mechanics (i.e., Heisenberg's princi-

ple [20, 21]) to signal processing [22]. The introduction of wavelets [23] was

one way of addressing this issue, o�ering a continuous compromise between

spatial and frequency localization. The question addressed herein could then
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be formulated as: `is there a way of breaking Heisenberg's limit?', namely,

what are the spatial resolution limits in the context of digital image (and

volume) correlation?

When displacement �elds are measured, one aspect is to get local �uctua-

tions in the material to understand, for instance, how they can be correlated

to the underlying microstructure. This requires the measurements to be as

accurate as possible on the smallest possible scale. With the previously de-

scribed limitation, a voxel-scale analysis seems impossible. The aim of the

present paper is to show that, on the contrary, this goal can be reached via an

adapted DVC technique. Because the number of degrees of freedom increases

substantially with such an approach, numerical issues are also addressed to

meet the challenge of analyzing very large amounts of data.

In the following, the discussion will be focused on digital volume cor-

relation. However, the same trends and results are to be expected when

resorting to digital image correlation. In the early developments of digital

volume correlation, local approaches were implemented in which a volume

of interest (i.e., a small part of the reconstructed volume) is chosen in the

reference con�guration and registered with its counter-part in the deformed

con�guration [4, 5, 6, 7]. In computer vision other routes, for instance based

upon variational formulations, have been followed for a long time. In the

work of Horn and Schunck, a spatial regularization was introduced to reduce

the displacement �uctuations [24]. When discontinuities arise, the previous

approach is not appropriate per se [25]. �Smoother� penalizations based on

robust statistics are implemented [26, 27]. An alternative approach is to re-

sort to a global analysis in which the whole region of interest is analyzed by
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using, say, 8-noded cube elements to form a mesh (i.e., C8-DVC [11]). In this

approach, a spatial regularization is enforced, namely, the displacement �eld

is assumed a priori to be continuous. It will be shown herein that this regu-

larization allows for a decrease of the displacement resolution when compared

to a local approach for an equivalent spatial resolution. One way to achieve

even smaller spatial resolutions is to regularize with mechanical requirements

(e.g., static equilibrium [28]). It was shown that DVC calculations could be

performed at the voxel scale when coupling DVC with an elastic calculation.

This result means that the spatial resolution was enhanced by at least one

order of magnitude when compared to standard global and local approaches.

To be applicable to analyze real data (i.e., reconstructed volumes whose

size can easily reach Gbytes), voxel-scale calculations are computationally

very demanding. In the present paper, graphics processing units (GPUs)

are used to perform these large scale calculations. With the development

of GPUs, there are potential gains to be expected in terms of computation

time and memory requirements when processing a series of pictures. This

is the case, for example, for accelerating particle image velocimetry (PIV)

techniques [29, 30, 31, 32] in �uid mechanics. This is also possible when

dealing with digital image correlation, its counter-part in solid mechanics.

FFT-DIC [33] and global DIC [34, 35, 36] have bene�tted from the use of

GPUs. Applications in radiotherapy for online registrations [37], or analyses

of images from the International Space Station [38] are possible with very

short computation time. Signi�cant gains have also been achieved for some

DVC implementations [39, 40].
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Section 2 introduces the main elements to measure displacement �elds

with local and global approaches and its corresponding noise sensitivity. In

Section 3, mechanically regularized DVC is introduced. The displacement

resolution is assessed for the introduced approaches and shows that a me-

chanical regularization outperforms alternative approaches. However, this

procedure, allowing for a large increase in the number of kinematic degrees

of freedom, challenges the computer implementation. To meet this goal, an

original GPU implementation of DVC coupled with mechanical regulariza-

tion is proposed in Section 4. The discussion on the spatial resolution will

be illustrated in Section 5 by the analysis of an in-situ tensile test on a

nodular graphite cast iron sample, imaged by tomography at the European

Synchrotron Radiation Facility (Grenoble, France).

2 Local and Global Digital Volume Correlation

To compare the performance of local and global approaches to DVC, the same

displacement interpolations will be considered, namely, a trilinear interpo-

lation based on 8-noded cube elements. In the �rst case, the continuity re-

quirement will not be enforced so that a local approach will be implemented.

When a global approach is chosen, the continuity of nodal displacements is

enforced. It will be further regularized in Section 3 by requiring the measured

displacement to be (at least locally) the solution to an elastic problem.
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2.1 Local DVC

The registration of two gray level volumes in the reference (f) and deformed

(g) con�gurations is based upon the conservation of the gray levels

f(x) = g(x+ u(x)) (1)

where u is the unknown displacement �eld. It consists in �nding the dis-

placement �eld by minimizing the sum of squared di�erences ϕ2
c

ϕc(x) = |g(x+ u(x))− f(x)| (2)

where ϕc(x) de�nes the �eld of correlation residuals. The minimization of

ϕ2
c is a non-linear and ill-posed problem. In particular, if no additional

information is available, it is impossible to determine the displacement for

each voxel independently since there are three unknowns for a given (scalar)

gray level di�erence. Consequently, a weak formulation is chosen. After

integration over a Volume Of Interest (VOI), the correlation residual φ2
c reads

φ2
c =

∫

VOI

[g(x+ u(x))− f(x)]2dx (3)

in which the displacement �eld is expressed in a (chosen) basis

u(x) =
∑

n

unψn(x) (4)

where ψn are (chosen) vector functions, and un the associated degrees of

freedom. The measurement problem then consists in minimizing φ2
c with

respect to the unknowns un. A Newton iterative procedure is followed to

circumvent the nonlinear aspect of the minimization problem. Let ui denote

the displacement at iteration i, and {u}i the vector containing all the un-

known degrees of freedom. By assuming small increments du = u
i+1 − u

i of
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the sought displacement �eld, a �rst order Taylor expansion is carried out

g(x+du(x)) ≈ g(x)+du(x) ·∇g(x) ≈ g(x)+du(x) ·∇f(x). Consequently,

the linearized correlation residual reads

φ2
lin =

1

2

∫

VOI

[gi(x) +
∑

n

dunψn(x) ·∇f(x)− f(x)]2dx (5)

with

gi(x) = g(x+ u
i(x)) (6)

where dun denotes the correction to the degree of freedom un. The mini-

mization of φ2
lin with respect to all displacement corrections {du} leads to

the following linear system

[M]{du} − {b}i = {0} (7)

with

Mmn =

∫

VOI

[∇f(x) ·ψm(x)][∇f(x) ·ψn(x)]dx (8)

bim =

∫

VOI

[f(x)− gi(x)][∇f(x) ·ψm(x)]dx (9)

The iterations stop when the displacement corrections {du} reach a small

level chosen by the user.

In the following, 8-noded VOIs for which the displacement �eld is inter-

polated with trilinear shape functions are considered. Contrary to classical

procedures (i.e., only the mean displacement is assigned to the center of each

analyzed VOI [4, 5]), the displacements of the eight nodes of each VOI are

considered. The size ℓ of each VOI is de�ned by the length of any of its

edge. Equation (8) shows that ℓ should be chosen so that [Me] still remains

de�nite and possibly well-conditioned. Consequently, ℓ should be larger than
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the correlation length of the underlying texture, but not too large so that

displacement �uctuations are still captured. For any point x within a VOI,

the displacement along any direction reads

u(x) =
∑

Ni(x)u
e
i (10)

where Ni(x) are the shape functions, here equal to

Ni(x, y, z) =

(
1

2
± x

ℓ

)(
1

2
± y

ℓ

)(
1

2
± z

ℓ

)
(11)

It is worth mentioning that the local approaches clearly have the advan-

tage of enabling for easy and e�cient implementations. Assuming that in

DVC computations the number of VOIs is signi�cantly higher than the num-

ber of �cores� in a GPU, the straightforward and probably the best approach

would be to map each VOI to a GPU thread. In other words, as the algo-

rithm requires no synchronization, a Single Instruction Multiple Data (i.e.,

SIMD) or Single Instruction Multiple Threads (i.e., SIMT) implementation

would be direct [41].

To estimate the displacement resolution, the following a priori analysis

is performed. The un-noised reference being unknown, the noise is assigned

to the deformed volume with a variance 2σ2, where σ2 is the variance of

(Gaussian) white noise. For each degree of freedom ue
i (i.e., any component

of the nodal displacements), the standard deviation σue

i
is expressed as [28]

σue

i
=

√
2σp
√

Ke
ii (12)

with [Ke] = [Me]−1, where [Me] is the elementary matrix associated with a

C8 element, and p the physical size of one voxel. If the correlation length
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of the texture is larger than a few voxels and less than the VOI size ℓ, a

�mean-�eld� hypothesis can be made. The squared image gradient appearing

in matrix [Me] (Equation (8)) is extracted from the integral and changed

into its expectation value

〈∂αf∂βf〉 = Γ2
fδαβ (13)

where Γ2
f = (1/2)〈‖∇f‖2〉 is half the mean square of the image gradient, and

δ Kronecker's delta. With this hypothesis, each element i, j of sub-matrix

[Me
αβ] is the integral over the VOI of the product of interpolation functions

NiNj. Therefore sub-matrix [Me
αβ] is given by

[Me
αβ] ∝

Γ2
fℓ

3p

216
δαβ




8 4 4 2 4 2 2 1

4 8 2 4 2 4 1 2

4 2 8 4 2 1 4 2

2 4 4 8 1 2 2 4

4 2 2 1 8 4 4 2

2 4 1 2 4 8 2 4

2 1 4 2 4 2 8 4

1 2 2 4 2 4 4 8




(14)
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The covariance matrix associated with the measured degrees of freedom,

which is proportional to the inverse of [Me
αβ] [28]), is thus expressed as

[Cαβ] ∝
16σ2p2

Γ2
fℓ

3
δαβ




8 -4 -4 2 -4 2 2 -1

-4 8 2 -4 2 -4 -1 2

-4 2 8 -4 2 -1 -4 2

2 -4 -4 8 -1 2 2 -4

-4 2 2 -1 8 -4 -4 2

2 -4 -1 2 -4 8 2 -4

2 -1 -4 2 -4 2 8 -4

-1 2 2 -4 2 -4 -4 8




(15)

Consequently, the standard displacement resolution of each degree of freedom

becomes

σue

i
=

8
√
2σp

Γfℓ3/2
(16)

Equation (16) illustrates the compromise discussed in the introduction sec-

tion, namely, the smaller the VOI size ℓ (i.e., the spatial resolution), the

larger the displacement resolution. For very small sizes, matrix [Me] may no

longer be invertible so that minimum VOI sizes of 10 to 20 voxels are gener-

ally chosen. The previous result is therefore the manifestation of Heisenberg's

limit in the context of a local approach to DVC.

For any quantity of interest linearly related to the measured nodal dis-

placements ϕ =
∑

i κiu
e
i , or ϕ = {κ}t{ue}, its standard uncertainty reads

σϕ =
(
{κ}t[C]{κ}

)1/2
(17)

where κi are known coe�cients collected in vector {κ}. For any point x

within a C8 VOI, the displacement along any direction is expressed by Equa-
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tion (10). Consequently, Equation (17) can be utilized to map out the un-

certainty σu(x). The shape of the uncertainty function has a minimum at

the center and a maximum value at the mesh nodes. If one single informa-

tion is to be kept from the local analysis then the most reliable one is the

displacement at its center

ue =
1

8

∑

i=1,8

ue
i (18)

and the corresponding standard deviation becomes

σue =
1

8

√∑

m=1,8

∑

n=1,8

Ce
αmαn =

σue

i

8
(19)

Almost an order of magnitude is gained in terms of displacement resolution

when the displacement at the center is considered compared to that of the

nodal displacements.

2.2 Global DVC

In a global approach, the correlation residual Φ2
c is computed over the whole

Region of Interest (ROI)

Φ2
c =

∫

ROI

[g(x+ u(x))− f(x)]2dx (20)

in which the displacement �eld is continuous by construction for a �nite ele-

ment discretization. A Newton iterative procedure is followed to circumvent

the non-linear aspect of the minimization problem [11]. In order to compare

with the local approach, 8-noded elements will also be used. Consequently,

the region of interest is discretized with C8 �nite elements for which the

displacement �eld is interpolated with trilinear shape functions. The size of
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each element is de�ned by the length ℓ of any of its edge. A global matrix

[M] is assembled by considering elementary matrices [Me] whose components

are de�ned in Equation (8) and vector {b} is assembled by calculating ele-

mentary vectors {be} expressed in Equation (9). A single global problem is

solved iteratively

[M]{du} = {b}i (21)

where vector {b}i is updated thanks to the picture corrections gi, and vector

{u} now collects all sought degrees of freedom.

GPU implementations of global DVC algorithms appear to be less obvi-

ous than those dedicated to local DVC due to the need for synchronization

and linear algebra kernels. The e�ects at large wavelengths are relatively

small, giving the opportunity to use, for instance, a simple block Jacobi pre-

conditioner in a global non linear conjugate gradient [42]. This algorithm is

suited to massively parallel architectures and its main parts are very close in

terms of implementation to those dedicated to local DVC with the exception

of some gathering operations. Currently, one iteration takes approximatively

300 ms on an NVIDIA GTX 280 board for 400 × 400 × 400-voxel volumes

with C8 elements of size ℓ = 16 pixels.

The resolution analysis is applied to the �nite element implementa-

tion [28]. Each inner node belongs to eight elements so that the shape

function associated with a given inner node spans over 8 elements. In that

case, the spatial resolution is equal to 2ℓ in each direction. Consequently,

the variance is divided by 8, and the standard displacement resolution σue

i
is

divided by 2
√
2 when compared with the value of a single C8 element (i.e., in
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a local approach). However, this result does not account for the additional

requirement of continuity in the displacement �eld (i.e., the global approach

deals with systems that are written on a level of the ROI). To estimate the

additional gain associated with the continuity constraint, a global matrix is

formed by assembling elementary matrices [Me
αβ]. A mesh made of 103 ele-

ments is considered and it was checked that the following numerical values

do not vary more than 0.0001 when �ner discretizations are used. For inner

nodes, it is found that the standard displacement resolution

σui
≈ 2.28

√
2σp

Γfℓ3/2
(22)

When the same spatial resolution is considered (i.e., ℓ for a local approach,

and 2ℓ for inner nodes of a global approach), the multiplicative factor induced

by continuity is thus equal to 2.28 × 23/2/8 ≈ 0.8. Consequently, there is a

20 % gain provided by the continuity associated with global approaches. The

same result is true when nodes belonging to an outer face (i.e., the spatial

resolution is then 41/3ℓ), an outer edge (i.e., the spatial resolution is then

21/3ℓ) or they are an outer corner (i.e., the spatial resolution is then ℓ) nodes

are analyzed. For the latter,

σui
≈ 6.45

√
2σp

Γfℓ3/2
(23)

to be compared with the displacement resolution of C8 nodes with a lo-

cal approach given in Equation (16). The enforcement of continuity of the

measured displacement �eld leads to a 20 % decrease of the displacement

resolution for C8 elements. In 2D, for 4-noded quadrilaterals (i.e., Q4 ele-

ments), it was shown by following the same type of derivation that a 13 %
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decrease is obtained [45], and in 1D, for 2-noded elements, it corresponds to

7 %. Even though there is a gain when a global approach is used, the same

trend is observed when the displacement resolution is related to the spatial

resolution. Except for a pre-factor, it is found that σui
∝ ℓ−3/2 in both cases.

In a log-log plot, this would mean that the displacement resolution would be

lower, but with the same dependence with the spatial resolution.

Because the number of connectivities of each node of the mesh is di�erent

(i.e., from 1 to 8) and the corresponding spatial resolution (i.e., from ℓ to

2ℓ), it leads to a displacement resolution σui
that is not uniform over the

whole ROI. This is also the case of σu. For inner nodes, by using the same

approach as above, the following approximations are obtained for σu

σu ≈ 0.50

√
2σp

Γfℓ3/2
(24)

A factor 2 is found when compared with a local approach since (see Equa-

tion (19))

σue ≈
√
2σp

Γfℓ3/2
(25)

Had Q4 elements been used in 2D, a factor 1.59 would have been found

instead [45], and 1.2 for linear elements in 1D.

As a �rst approximation, the results obtained in this section show that

the element size ℓ in a global approach can be reduced at least by a factor

of 2 to achieve the same displacement resolution when compared to a local

approach. The discretization can therefore be re�ned at a constant resolution

when a global approach is used instead of a local one. However, the limitation

by the correlation length of the texture is still an issue (i.e., the global matrix
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[M] associated with Newton's scheme still needs to be de�nite so that system

(21) is invertible).

3 Regularized Digital Volume Correlation

A voxel-based digital image correlation (V-DVC) procedure is intro-

duced [28]. If a voxel-scale determination of the displacement �eld is sought,

additional information is needed to regularize the measurement problem.

This will be achieved by using the equilibrium gap method [43] for inner

nodes.

3.1 Equilibrium Gap

To enforce mechanical admissibility in an FE sense, the equilibrium gap is

�rst introduced. If linear elasticity applies, as will be assumed hereafter, the

equilibrium equations read

[K]{u} = {f} (26)

where [K] denotes the sti�ness matrix, and {f} the vector of nodal forces.

When the displacement vector {u} is prescribed and if the (unknown) sti�-

ness matrix is not the true one, force residuals {fr} will arise

{fr} = [K]{u} − {f} (27)

In the absence of body forces, interior nodes are free from any external load.

Consequently, the equilibrium gap method consists in minimizing

Φ2
m = {u}t[K]t[K]{u} (28)
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where t is the transposition operator, and 2Φ2
m corresponds to the sum of the

squared norm of all equilibrium gaps at each interior node.

3.2 Boundary conditions

The equilibrium gap functional considers the residual body forces at inner

nodes. Along the boundary of the ROI neither static nor kinematic informa-

tion is available. Any displacement �eld prescribed on the boundary gives

rise to a displacement �eld for which Φm = 0. Hence, without boundary con-

ditions, the mechanical regularization vanishes on the former. Similarly, close

to the edges, the DVC algorithm gives rise to a higher level of uncertainty

than in the bulk, because of the fewer number of neighboring elements [44].

In the following, no boundary regularization is introduced except in the

special case where the boundary of the ROI meets a free surface for which

a complete static information (i.e., zero tractions σ · n = 0) is available

and should be used instead of the above form. In that case, these nodes

are considered as an �interior� entity, and their Young's modulus become

vanishingly small.

3.3 Correlation Procedure

The two functionals introduced previously are considered jointly. First, a nor-

malization procedure is introduced to make them dimensionless. A reference

displacement �eld is �rst chosen in the form of a plane wave, v(x) = e2iπx/λ

where λ is its wavelength. This �eld will be used as a �gauge� for any dis-
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placement �eld u(x). Thus, the normalized functionals are de�ned as

Φ̃2
c =

Φ2
c(u)

Φ2
c(v)

, Φ̃2
m =

Φ2
m(u)

Φ2
m(v)

(29)

It is worth noting that the Young's modulus, which was present in Φm, no

longer appears in Φ̃m, and only Poisson's ratio remains in�uential.

To solve the coupled minimization of correlation residuals (Φ2
c) and equi-

librium gap (Φ2
m), a weighted sum of normalized residuals is considered

Φ2
t =

1

1 + wm

(
Φ̃2

c + wmΦ̃
2
m

)
(30)

where wm is a dimensionless weight attached to Φ̃2
m. It is to be stressed

that it introduces a characteristic length. The wavelength dependence of the

latter functional is of fourth order whereas Φ̃2
c is wavelength-independent.

Thus, the introduction of the equilibrium gap kernel can be seen as a fourth

order low-pass �lter, damping out deviations from mechanical admissibility

below a given wavelength. Parameter wm is then expressed as

wm =

(
ℓm
λ

)4

(31)

where ℓm is the characteristic length for Φ̃2
m. The wavelength λ used for

computing the regularization functional is counted in units of voxels. Thus,

the above expression can be seen as a de�nition of the regularization length

scale ℓm (also expressed in voxels). This length scale acts in a similar manner

as the element size, ℓ, in the case where the global approach is used with no

regularization. However, this comparison is solely based on dimensionality

arguments, and hence a di�culty is to set a common meaningful gauge to

compare both regularization lengths ℓ and ℓm. It is proposed to match the
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cut-o� lengths, de�ned by the reduction of the power of the residual signal

by a factor of 2 with respect to the original signal, of the low-pass �lters

associated respectively with the projection on a (tri-)linear �nite element

basis and the Φ̃2
m functional. This leads to a cut-o� wavelength of 2ℓ to be

compared with ℓm. This factor of 2 will be used in the following as a genuine

way of comparing the actual cut-o� wavelengths of the di�erent regularization

schemes.

When the material parameters are known, the minimization of Φ2
t with

respect to the unknown degrees of freedom can be performed [28]. It cor-

responds to an integrated way of measuring displacement �elds since the

displacement �eld will satisfy equilibrium equations, the constitutive law in

addition to gray level conservation. The above mechanical regularization

procedure can be used for an arbitrary supporting mesh. In the following,

the elements will be considered to be 8-node cube (C8) elements of voxel size

so that the underlying mesh is identical to that of the image itself. This is an

extreme limit that cannot be handled using local or global approaches as the

number of degrees of freedom is much higher than the available information

(one gray level di�erence per voxel).

The in�uence of noise can be tackled in the same way as previously, study-

ing the standard uncertainty of the displacement due to image noise, which

is considered to be Gaussian and white. Ignoring edge e�ects, a displacement

Green function, [G] = Giαjβ, is introduced giving the displacement compo-

nent α at node i due to a unit source term localized at node j along the
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component β, and obeying

Nkγiα Giαjβ =
1

Γfp2
∆kγjβ (32)

with

[N] = [M0] + A

(
ℓm
λ

)4

[K]t[K] (33)

and

A =
{v}t[M]0{v}

{v}t[K]t[K]{v} (34)

where [M0] is the assembly of the dimensionless matrices 1/(Γ2
fℓ

3p)[Me] de-

�ned in Equation (14) with ℓ = 1 voxel since single voxels are used as basic

elements. The interest of introducing this Green function is that the result-

ing perturbative displacement �eld δu induced by a white noise η(x) on the

image is written as a mere convolution and dimensional factors that have

been singled out, δu = G ⋆ η. From the latter equation, the full covariance

matrix in the displacement reads

Ciαjβ = 2σ2p3

(
∑

k,γ

GiαkγGkγjβ

)
(35)

and, in particular, the variance of the nodal displacement assumes the fol-

lowing simple expression

σ2
ur

= Ciαiα = 2σ2p3‖[G]‖2 (36)

where ‖...‖2 denotes the L2 norm of the Green function. This norm can equiv-

alently (and conveniently) be computed in Fourier space, as Equation (33)

that stands for a di�erential equation in a discretized form is turned into

a simple algebraic equation. Noting that the operator [K]t[K] is in Fourier

space homogeneous to ‖k‖4, where wavevectors are denoted as k, the Green
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function is essentially a constant 1/(Γfp
2) for low frequencies, cut o� at

‖k‖∗ ∝ λ/(A1/4ℓm). The L2 norm can thus be written as

‖[G]‖2 ∝ 1

Γ2
fp

(
λ

A1/4ℓm

)3

(37)

so that

σur
∝ λ3/2

A3/8

σp

Γfℓ
3/2
m

(38)

The second term has a similar scaling dependence as the one obtained in

un-regularized DIC (see Section 2), with a substitution from ℓ to ℓm. Thus

the regularization length plays the same role as the element size or the ZOI

size in the previous sections. The prefactor comes from the speci�c choice of

the reference or gauge displacement �eld v.

As will be shown in the sequel, the limitation in terms of spatial reso-

lution with local and global approaches in comparison with the correlation

length of the underlying texture can be by-passed thanks to the proposed

regularization (see Equation (33)) because matrix [N] is still de�nite even

though matrix [M] may non longer ful�l this property. The choice of ℓm still

remains. The larger ℓm, the more the measured displacement �eld will satisfy

mechanical admissibility. This is a choice that is left to the user. It is to be

emphasized that this choice is the recurrent compromise between resolution

and spatial resolution that cannot be decided a priori. However, the corre-

lation residual �eld is extremely useful to decide on the choice of acceptable

parameters. The latter shows how good or bad the registration is spatially,

and possible ill-behaviors appear generally very clearly [11, 13, 14, 15, 46, 47].

The interpretation in terms of too low and especially of too high regulariza-

tion length scales becomes soon very intuitive with little practice.
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4 Implementation

The mechanical regularization gives access to local and detailed kinematic

features since a voxel-scale DVC is considered. Consequently, it leads to

costly systems (e.g., 192 × 106 DOFs for a 4003-voxel tomography). Fortu-

nately, the long-range coupling between these degrees of freedom is essentially

controlled by the correlation kernel, whereas the mechanical regularization

only controls short range coupling (at distances smaller than ℓm). Thus, as

in the C8 case, a conjugate gradient with a block Jacobi preconditioner is

expected to give a su�cient convergence rate to compete against direct or

iterative solvers with more complex preconditioners; Jacobi preconditioners

generally lead to poor convergence properties but can be highly parallelized,

which permits to take full advantage of the current CPU and GPU hardware

with an SIMD or SIMT programming model. However, if avoiding the need

for synchronization is one of the �rst prerequisite to get correct execution

speeds, memory access has also to be aligned within thread blocks as much

as possible. Furthermore, and more speci�cally for GPUs, one has to take

into account the fact that the cache memory is currently very small, even on

recent models.

To solve these issues, a speci�c storage scheme has been developed for the

considered volumes. Data are stored as tiny blocks (usually 4×4×4 voxels in

each block) that are assembled by chunks of size greater than the maximum

warp size for the involved kernels (i.e., usually 256). Each block is then

associated with a �thread�, meaning than within a block, o�sets are typically

equal to 0× 256, 1× 256, . . . , 43 × 256. Thus, for a tiny block of size nd,
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memory access to the neighboring data (i.e., mandatory for the mechanical

operators) are aligned in 100 nd

(n+1)d
percent of the cases (≈ 0.51 for 43 blocks,

≈ 0.64 for 42 blocks for the two dimensional case). However, the main point

is that unrolling loops for the processing of a block enables for the use of

static aligned o�sets, besides the possibility to use registers and to let the

compiler �nd a way to make static and explicit caching of data.

An illustration of typical convergence rates is shown in Figure 1. A set

of volumes of size 100× 170× 128 voxels is processed in approximatively 10

minutes. It is far greater than that needed for a �standard� C8 global analysis

(≈ 0.2 s when 163-voxel elements are chosen) but one has to recall that

each voxel has 3 degrees of freedom, leading in this case to about 6, 528, 000

unknowns!

5 Analysis of tomographic images

To illustrate the previous discussion, let us consider an experimental test case.

A nodular graphite cast iron specimen is loaded in situ in a testing machine

installed in ID 19 beam-line at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility

(ESRF) in Grenoble (France) [46]. Two tomographic images are analyzed,

namely, one in the reference state (applied load: 22 N), and a second under

a 273-N tensile load. The testing machine used in the experiment is shown

in Figure 2(a). For each load level, a set of 600 radiographs was recorded

during a 180-degree rotation on a charge coupled device (CCD) camera with

a square array of 2048× 2048 pixels (exposure time: 3 s). This detector was

coupled with a �uorescent screen via optical lenses. The white beam coming
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from the synchrotron ring was rendered monochromatic by a multilayered

monochromator. The energy of the beam was set to 60 keV. Reconstruction

of the tomographic data was performed with a �ltered back-projection al-

gorithm developed at ESRF that provided 8-bit gray-scale 3D images with

an isotropic voxel size. The gauge volume is parallelipedic, 1.6 × 0.8 mm2

in cross-section and 10 mm in length. The voxel size is equal to 5.1 µm.

The graphite nodules are well dispersed in the matrix and with a rather high

volume fraction (i.e., 14 %). They provide a very good texture for DVC.

The characteristic diameter of nodules is of the order of 50 µm and the mean

distance between nodules 50 µm, or 10 voxels). Furthermore, the X-ray at-

tenuation is very di�erent for graphite and iron so that a very good contrast is

observed between the graphite nodules and the ferritic matrix (Figure 2(b)).

Therefore analyses dealing with VOIs or elements whose size is greater than

8 voxels does not need any regularization.

Figure 3 is a plot of the standard deviation of the displacements obtained

by correlation of the reference volume and the same volume with additional

noise (σ =
√
2 gray level). This procedure was preferred in comparison to the

standard arti�cial rigid body translation because the latter usually underes-

timates the displacement resolution associated with reconstructed volume

since it does not account for noise [19]. The abscissa represents respectively

the element size ℓ for C8 approaches and ℓm/2 for V-DVC. The results are

compared using these lengths to obtain the same cut-o� wavelengths for the

global and regularized cases (see Section 3.3). For the local approach, the

−3/2 power law dependence predicted by Equation (16) is found for large

VOIs. The fact that the resolution departs from this slope for as smaller
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VOI sizes is an indication of gradual divergence. For global and regularized

approaches, the predicted −3/2 power law dependence is found for small

element sizes or regularization lengths since boundary e�ects are less pro-

nounced. As expected from the theoretical results, the global C8-approach

yields lower displacement uncertainties than the local C8-DVC. For small

element lengths, a ratio of 0.3 ≈ 0.8/2
√
2 is found between the two dis-

placement resolutions, in accordance with the results of Sections 2.1 and 2.2.

In this last situation, the boundary e�ects are negligible. Last, the regu-

larized version (V-DVC) out-performs both C8 approaches. In the present

case, the displacement �uctuations induced by a random white noise are not

mechanically admissible, and are therefore �ltered out by the mechanical

regularization.

Figure 4 shows the displacement �eld that is obtained with the V-DVC al-

gorithm either for a parallelipedic region of interest strictly contained within

the specimen, or including four free (lateral) faces. In the latter case, slightly

higher residuals are obtained, but better results are obtained in terms of noise

sensitivity (i.e., free borders can be seen as an additional and very robust con-

straint). It leads to smooth results, while staying close with the experimental

data (as will be shown in the following). Similar displacement �elds (with

however a much coarser spatial resolution) were obtained based on local and

global C8 approaches.

Figure 5 shows the change of the dimensionless residual for the tensile

test. The local approach tends to give lower residuals for medium sized

elements, compared to equivalent global ones since the former contains more

degrees of freedom. Moreover, V-DVC leads to far better residuals, especially
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for small regularization lengths for which the displacement �uctuations are

better captured. For large ℓm or ℓ all correlation techniques converge to a

comparable residual, because in the studied case, the displacement �eld is

mostly a�ne, and hence no systematic error is made because of the choice

of the space in which the displacement is sought. However, in the general

case, the mechanical regularization only removes the non admissible part

of the mechanical displacements, while the C8 representation operates as

a somewhat arbitrary high-frequency �lter that does not do justice to the

mechanical behavior.

6 Conclusion

The presented mechanical regularization allows us to signi�cantly alleviate

the compromise between spatial resolution and measurement uncertainties

in digital volume correlation. The illustrations in this paper have been ob-

tained using three degrees of freedom per voxel, which can be seen as a

�maximum� spatial resolution. Re�ning further the displacement discretiza-

tion can be done within the presented theoretical framework, however the

image discretization itself will limit the possible expected gain. It has been

shown that while considering this spatial resolution, it is possible to decrease

the uncertainty level and the distance to the experimental data, with the

additional bene�t of obtaining a mechanically admissible �eld over a tunable

scale. The latter is provided by the regularization length introduced herein.

Depending on the values of the regularization length, the displacement �uc-
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tuations whose wavelengths are greater than the regularization length and

that are not mechanically admissible are �ltered out.

The described GPU implementation allowed us to analyze representative

volumes with more than 6 million degrees of freedom in less than 10 minutes

on a GPU (Cuda language) for a voxel-scale volume correlation. This anal-

ysis out-performed local and global DVC analyses with C8 elements. For

the latter, it was shown that a global approach itself out-performs a local

approach with the same number of elements since less degrees of freedom

are needed in the former compared to the latter. Moreover, the continuity

of the displacement �eld should make the global approach more stable than

the local one for �ne discretizations.

Further optimizations for this type of GPU implementation can still be

achieved and will be investigated in the future. In parallel, such an approach

opens the way of using the mechanical regularization as a tool to identify

mechanical parameters, or analyzing cracked samples with complex geome-

tries.
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Figure 1: RMS of the displacement updates per voxel vs. iteration number for

the sample presented in Section 5 with a �xed ℓm = 64 voxels, and without

a multiscale approach.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: In situ testing machine used to perform the experiment reported

herein (a). Region of interest in the reference con�guration (b). Its size is

100× 170× 256 voxels.
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Figure 3: Standard uncertainty of the displacement vs. element size ℓ or

regularization length ℓm/2 (in voxels) for a Gaussian white noise (σ =
√
2

gray level). The −3/2 power law dependence is depicted by black triangles.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Transverse displacement along the longer edge direction expressed

in voxels of the sample described in Section 5 with ℓm = 32 voxels. Warp

factor is equal to 10. The ROI lies inside the sample (a) or contains the

outer (lateral) boundaries (b). The size of the analyzed volume is 100 ×

170× 256 voxels.
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Figure 5: Dimensionless correlation residual vs. element size ℓ or regulariza-

tion length ℓm/2 (in voxels).
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